OUTSTANDING HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
Dining Adventures | Meal-Delivery | Foodservice Supplies | Specialized Kitchens

The TriMark Difference
Great partnerships flourish between those with shared aspirations

With a focus on efficiency, cost-savings and guest
satisfaction, we tenaciously pursue the unique vision of
each facility. We offer unparalleled service, a wide range
of essential products and tailored solutions to handle a
variety of foodservice requirements.

Specializing in Healthcare
TriMark provides resources to meet the needs of
patients, residents, and guests. We deliver 360°
of expertise, from tabletop and custom collections,
smallwares and serving items, to kitchen construction
and equipment installation, necessary to run your
operation with ease.

“We use Venu Signature, Ziena & Tria Neo
Plus. What I like most, is the attention to
customer service & detail. I have been buying
from TriMark for over 15 years, and their
commitment to serving us is very special to
me. When we visited the Innovation Center
we were treated like royalty. We run a highend retirement community and scratch cook
for 300 residents & their guests. Our food is
made that much more special & attractive by
using all the lines we discovered at the
Innovation Center. I know we will be able to
find what we want with the knowledge of
TriMark’s expert staff guiding us.”

Maria Garcia, Culinary Director
RiverMead | Peterborough, NH
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Premier Collections
We offer an array of front of house items designed for style, appeal and durability. Premier Collections
provides the canvas on which a chef’s culinary presentation can be displayed for residents and guests.

Dinnerware | Glassware | Flatware | Table Accessories | Buffet
TriMark’s unique program ensures enhanced accessibility to the products you need quickly with our
network of distribution centers across the country.

Venu Signature

R

Vista Alegre Perla

Dinnerware
From dining rooms, senior living facilities, and doctors’
lounges there are many collections to tailor to all
healthcare needs.
Many additional patterns and collection pieces available
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Tabletop Custom Capabilities
Make your dinnerware and glassware presentations unique and
unforgettable with our custom options. TriMark can customize all
lines of Premier Collections china, and can be as simple as a logo,
etching, a colored band or as detailed as a full rim design.
Customizing your Premier Collections products will make the
dining experience distinctive and powerfully promote your brand.
Applications
•

Doctor’s Lounge

•

Catering

•

Private Dining Rooms

Benefits
•

Boost Brand Recognition

•

Enhance the tone of your establishment with subtle artistry

•

Feature inspiring patterns, colors and themes

•

Personalize dining experiences
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Flatware
With many great ergonomic patterns including:
wide handles, textures and balance to choose
from, these flatware pieces will be a preferred
go-to in all types of healthcare facilities.

Venu Montello

R

Venu Artina
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Alani Tempo

Room Service
Take our classically inspired, and easily stacked
dinnerware lines on the go. Patients and guests
will enjoy meals on these durable collection
pieces while sharing great conversations with
family, friends and caretakers.

Alani Oasis
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•

Reliable / Chip Resistant

•

Compatible with heat retention systems
& mobile transportation carts

Arcata Stainless Steel

Alani Prescot

Arcata

®

Staying Hydrated
Making your patients feel at home is our priority.
Offering the convenience of refreshing bedside
drinks & snacks creating a positive resort-like
experience.
•

Hydration Carts - Customizable panels
with any logo / brand

•

Beverage Dispensers
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Glassware
Whether your guests are sipping their favorite
beverage, or ordering a hot meal, our selection of
glasses and covers will meet your facilities’ needs.

Tria Catania
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Tria Melamine

Indoor / Outdoor Dining
Bring the carefree experience of outdoor dining to
your courtyard, indoor dining area or bedside service.
We offer many glass and china alternatives including:
Melamine, Polycarbonate Glass and Tritan. These pieces
are dishwasher safe, and create peace of mind for all
your guests and patients.
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Buffet
Serve all your guests and large groups
with ease with the vast assortment of
buffet collection pieces.
•

Chafers & Alternatives

•

Serveware & Bowls

•

Risers

Arcata Cast Iron

Arcata

®

Arcata Serving Utensils
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Supplies & Smallwares
We provide top-quality supplies and smallwares
to facilities for new foodservice programs and
recurring replenishment.
•

Prep

•

Smallwares

•

Kitchen Utensils

•

Sanitation

•

Disposables
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Equipment
Commercial-grade kitchen equipment with a focus on efficiency
and affordability. Work in ease knowing your investment is
covered by industry leading warranties. Every healthcare facility
has unique requirements, and our seasoned professionals will
install equipment and serving systems to run your operation
successfully.
•

Preparation

•

Ventilation

•

Cooking

•

Warming

•

Holding

•

Warewashing

•

Refrigeration

•

Meal Deliver / Pod Service

trimarkusa.com | Info@trimarkusa.com

